Liquid foams have been early recognized as porous materials, the liquid flowing between the gas bubbles. Drainage theories have been established and foams permeability has been modelled from the microscopic description of the equivalent pores geometry, emphasizing similarities with their solid counterparts. But to what extent the theoretical work devoted to the permeability of solid porous materials can be useful to liquid foams ? In this paper, the applicability of the Carman-Kozeny model on foam is investigated.
sands ans sand-stones [1] . By means of the permeability k, it relates the superficial liquid velocity to the pressure gradient responsible for the flow:
where  is the bulk shear viscosity of the flowing fluid. k quantitatively describes the ability of the solid porous material to let fluids flow through it.
Although composed of fluids, liquid foams have been treated as porous materials, evaluating their permeability with respect to the liquid that can flow between the gas bubbles, and several descriptions for the foam permeability have been proposed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . But to what extent the theoretical work devoted to the permeability of porous materials can be useful to liquid foams ? Several response elements are presented in the following.
CARMAN-KOZENY MODEL FOR THE FLOW THROUGH GRANULAR BEDS
Kozeny [8] and Carman [9] proposed to extend the laws of liquid flow through pipes to porous materials. Within this theoretical framework, the porosity of the material is assumed to be composed of a series of channels of the same cross-section. A relevant parameter has been found to be the mean hydraulic radius of the pipes, that is: m, the ratio of the volume of fluid in pipes over the surface presented to fluid. Equivalently, m can be expressed using p S , the surface area of the porous material (presented to fluid), and t V the total volume of material: supposed to be of a few units and almost constant for a large variety of conditions. This is generally verified from comparison of eq.(3) with results of experimental and numerical studies performed on granular beds [10, 11] . For sphere packings, the value 5 K C  is widely accepted [12] . The use of eq.(3) is particularly convenient because the problem of calculating k reduces to determining A s and . Both of these quantities can be measured from imaging procedures of the porous medium or adsorption methods [12] .
EQUIVALENT SPECIFIC SURFACE AREA AND PERMEABILITY OF LIQUID FOAMS
At equilibrium, the structure of liquid foams results from the minimisation of the interfacial energy and can be assessed using a dedicated software, such as Surface Evolver [13] . For the Kelvin foam structure, numerical data are now available, and in the following, we show that a precise value of an equivalent specific surface area can be deduced from these data.
As it is generally admitted that the liquid films have a negligible contribution to liquid drainage, it is useful to introduce f S , the interfacial area involved in the foam films, and S , the total interfacial area of the foam. We assume that the surface area presented to liquid flow is obtained from the following relation:
The quantity t SV can be expressed as:
where   0 ss  is the surface area of a bubble normalized by the surface of the volumeequivalent spherical bubble. Introducing the dimensionless excess energy density U() [14, 15] , one can write:
A numerical evaluation of U() for the Kelvin foam has been recently presented in [15] and the corresponding values are used to plot   0 ss  as a function of  in figure 1 (the published data for U() [15] have been extrapolated from  = 0.25 to  = 0.32). The bubble surface area is a decreasing function of the liquid volume fraction until the limit value  = 0.32, corresponding to the BCC structure for the assembly of spherical bubbles, is reached. Above  We define the fraction of the total surface area of a bubble covered by thin films as:
where f s is the surface area covered by the films. An analytical approximate expression for    has been provided by Hilgenfeldt et al. [16] : In the foam, the total interfacial area corresponding to the films is:
is the films surface area of a bubble normalized by the surface of the volume-equivalent spherical bubble and is plotted in figure 1 as a function of . From eqs. (2), (4), (5) and (9), the equivalent specific surface area of the foam thus expresses as:
The dimensionless specific surface area,
, is plotted in figure 2 as a function of .
Induced by the strong decrease of the films surface area for increasing liquid volume fractions, s A is an increasing function of , despite the reduction in the total interfacial area of the foam.
This evolution reverses as the liquid fraction reaches   0.2.
It is instructive to compare this result with the one that can be deduced from the classical channels model. In the dry foam limit, it has been early recognized that liquid flow essentially proceeds through the Plateau borders [17] , that are the liquid channels emerging from the thin films junctions, three by three, and arranged along the polyedral bubbles edges. One can obtain the mean hydraulic radius of these channels: In the dry limit of Kelvin foam, the radius of curvature r is known to depend on  and on R, the radius of the volume-equivalent spherical bubble [18] :
From eqs (2), (11) and (12), the dimensionless specific surface area is deduced:
As a comparison, S A is plotted as a function of  in figure 2 . As this analysis has been developed within the dry foam approximation, the plot of eq.(13) is limited to the range 0.07  
. From the comparison of the two theoretical curves, it is shown that eq.(13) provides overestimated values for S A , even in the dry foam limit where a factor close to 1.5 is obtained.
Obviously, this large deviation has to be attributed to the fact that, within the framework of the channels model, the connectivity of the network is ignored. In other words, all the liquid is assumed to be confined within the channels whereas some amount is contained within the channels junctions. The precise description of the foam geometry on the micro-scale, in terms of respective volumes of the channels and their junctions, is not an easy task and has been the subject of several studies [3, 5] .
Using eqs (3) and (10), the permeability of the Kelvin foam is obtained and the dimensionless against available theory for dry foams (eq. 14) and the theory derived in this paper. Open circles correspond to data published in [7] for oil-in-water emulsions.
EXPERIMENTS
We measured foam permeability during steady gravity drainage experiments. To obtain the foam, we release into the foaming solutions a slow flow of C 6 F 14 gas either through a bluntend syringe needle or through a porous glass frit. The foam shows no sign of coarsening on day-time. To measure the diameter of the bubbles we sample tens of bubbles, squeeze them between two glass plates separated from 100 µm and measure the surface exposed with a microscope. Using volume conservation, we calculate the volume of gas inside the bubble and the diameter D b of the bubble. This method ensures a very good precision over the measurement of the bubbles diameter. Typically, the standard deviation of the bubbles distribution is less than 4% when the foam is produced with a needle. The foam obtained from the porous glass frit is less regular with a typical standard deviation of 18%.
To perform the drainage experiment, the foam is put inside a Perspex tube. We use two different cylindrical tubes respectively 50 and 60 cm long with a section σ of 22.90 and 8.81 The foaming solution is composed of distilled water and surfactants. We used TTAB (TetradecylTrimethylAmmonium Bromide) at 3 g/L mixed with dodecanol at concentration 0.2 g/L. This formulation ensures low mobility conditions for the fluid interfaces [19, 20] , so that the resulting liquid velocity profile is expected to be a good approximation of a Poiseuille-type flow. All the surfactants were purchased from Aldrich and used as received.
The foaming solution has a surface tension  = 38 ± 1 mN/m, a viscosity = 1 mPa.s and a density  = 1000 kg/m 3 .
Prior to any measurement, we wait for twenty minutes that the foam inside the solution has reached static equilibrium. This ensures a very dry, well-drained foam with no sign of evolution. This equilibrium being reached, a constant flux of the soap solution Q is added at the top of the foaming tube. Typically, Q ranges from 0.1 to 50 mL/min. The foam is uniformly illuminated from one side and a digital camera with a field of view of 20 cm by 10 cm records the transmitted light at a frame rate of 10 images/second. Wet foams transmit less light than dry foams, so the camera easily detects the liquid velocity v l in the laboratory frame.
The bottom of the foam column -in contact with the foaming solutionis static, thus, as liquid is introduced in the top of the column, the foam expands and the bubbles move up. We measure the ascending velocity of bubbles U and we deduce the front velocity v fthat is the liquid velocity in the frame of the bubbles -from v l and U using v f = v l +U. We also make sure that the upward motion of the foam is indeed due to expansion as liquid is introduced at the top of the column checking that U=Q/ σ.
We determined the foam permeability: kD is plotted in figure 3 as a function of .
Our data are in very good aggreement with published experimental results for surfactants foams with low-mobility interfaces, such as proteins foams [6] . Finally, we compare the present result established for foams with results available for emulsions. In a recent work, Peron et al. [7] addressed the issue of drainage by evaluating the flow conductivity of emulsions and linked it to the variation of electrical conductivity with liquid fraction. We use these published experimental values and we plot the corresponding permeability values in figure 3 . These data compare well with those for foams, although slightly above. The observed deviation can be attributed to strong container wall effect [7] or to the deviation from the no-slip assumption (Poiseuille) for the flow with this system, in spite of the relatively high viscosity of the dispersed phase. This comparison thus suggests that the proposed model can be used to describe the permeability of emulsions, and appears to be an alternative theoretical tool as soon as non-mobile interfaces are concerned.
DISCUSSION

CONCLUSIONS:
We have determined an equivalent specific surface area for a liquid foam with Kelvin structure. Then, using the Carman-Kozeny model originally developed for granular beds, the foam permeability has been estimated. We performed measurements for the permeability of liquid foams with non-mobile interface conditions, and we have shown that these experimental data are accurately described by this model over two decades for the foam liquid fraction, without any adjustable parameter. To our knowledge, this result constitutes the strongest link relating liquid foams to solid porous media.
